eventzee

QR Code Scavenger Hunt Guide

Welcome to Eventzee- Scavenger Hunts Made Easy! We pride ourselves on our easy-to-use
process, but we still understand that there’s a bit of a learning curve. So in order to make the
most of your scavenger hunt experience we’ve crafted a quick guide to get you started.

1. LET’S PLAY!

STEP
TWO
2.
CODED

3. RSVP

TWO
4. STEP
NAVIGATE

First, you need to join the
hunt. Click the camera icon
to scan the code.

Each event has a unique join
QR code. Scan it and you’ll
join the hunt.

After you scan the code,
RSVP and the admin will let
you into the hunt.

Once you’re in the Event
page you’ll see icons for
clues and the leaderboard.

5. SUPER SLEUTH

TWO
6.STEP
SCANNER

7. APPROVAL

STEP
TWO
8. BE
A LEADER

Clue descriptions will direct
you to the hidden location of
the QR code.

Find the code and just press
the corresponding clue to
scan it.

Once you scan the code
you’ll automatically be
awarded the points.

The more points you get
the higher you’ll rise on the
leaderboard.
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QR FEATURES
POP QUIZ!

QR hunts also feature a number of unique features. When an
admin hosts a QR hunt they may choose to include both the
Pop Quiz function as well as a location based GPS hunt.

TWO
1. STEP
SCANNING

2. QUIZ WHIZ

STEP TWO
3. GUESSTIMATE

4. A+ STUDENT

Upon scanning just click
through to begin the Pop
Quiz.

Answer incorrectly and you’ll
still get another chancefor less points though.

Answer correctly and you’ll
be awarded points based on
the number of attempts.

TWO
1. STEP
DIRECTION

2. CARTOGRAPH

TWO
3.STEP
JOURNEY

4. CODED

The compass icon to the
right will show distance from
the clue’s location.

Click on the clue to see the
GPS location on a map and
help in your hunt.

You can also check the
overall event map to see how
far you are from other clues.

Once you find the code in
real life, just click to scan and
automatically earn points.

GPS HUNT

You’ll scan the code like
normal, so once you find it
just click the correct clue.
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